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BUILDING  
THE CIRCULAR  
ECONOMY  
IN WALES

WELLBEING AT THE HEART OF



CEW is a Community Interest Company which  
supports enterprises that are actively involved in  
Re-use and Recycling. Organisations whose main 
purpose is creating Wealth from Waste – maximising 
its recirculation to ensure long-term community benefit.  
Trading collected material, creating new products and 
raising revenues to solve local problems.  

This brochure outlines the activities and ambitions of 
CEW. More detailed information and case studies can 
be found on our website: www.circulareconomy.wales

INTRODUCTION
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Prepare for Reuse (PfR) organisations 
in Wales are really second to none in 
collecting and repurposing bulky items, 
furniture and electric goods. With their 
longstanding community roots and 
people-centred approach, they can 
reach deep into our communities and 
retrieve resources that would have 
otherwise been disposed of, creating 
wider social benefits at the same time.

The last time there was a funded organisation in Wales 
providing targeted and specialist support to Social PfR 
groups, grant dependency within the sector reduced from 
80% to 20% within three years. 

Sector specific development, business planning, training, 
conferences and more were all on offer when a funded 
network was in place. A £3million investment fund run  
in partnership with Charity Bank added real strength to  
the aim of creating more independence in the sector.  
The Charity Bank’s former CEO, Malcolm Hayday, is  
now one of CEW ’s specialist advisers. 

CEW brings experience, expertise and new ideas from 
around the world to the discussions in Wales and offers 
support to existing front-line operations in adopting these 
additional activities should they wish to. 

But CEW does not pretend to hold all the idea cards, we 
know how ideas occur and develop, so our primary purpose 
is to create opportunities for the sharing of ideas to 
encourage new ventures and collaborations. Crucially, this 
is underpinned with longstanding experience and networks 
that go back to Zero Waste’s roots. 

The Zero Waste International Alliance ZWIA, www.zwia.org 
was created at the Bulkeley Hotel in Beaumaris, Ynys Mon 
in October 2003 with a snowy winter Snowdonia backdrop. 
It now operates successfully in over 60 countries worldwide. 

CEW is wired into that global network to enable it to offer 
ideas in two main aspects:

1.   Creating opportunities to share ideas – webinars, Zoom 
events, conferences, bus tours, website information 
sharing and future trading platforms.  

2.  Securing initial resources and building long term business 
cases to enable those ideas to bring new income, deeper 
social reach and make greater strides towards a Circular,  
low-carbon Economy.

We certainly believe that the future lies in collaboration  
and that Wales has a unique opportunity, being the 
geographical size it is, to demonstrate what is achievable 
when different sections and sectors of society collaborate 
fully and open-mindedly. 

THE PEOPLE’S 
CIRCULAR ECONOMY 
SERVICES IN WALES
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The march to a recycling economy for 
Wales originated in Europe, following 
through on UN ambitions contained in 
the original Earth Summit held in Rio  
de Janeiro in June 1992.

Earth Summit 1992 produced the Rio Declaration on 
Environment and Development, the Statement of Forest 
Principles, and Agenda 21. The Earth Summit also led to 
the establishment of the Convention on Biological Diversity, 
and the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC). 

It marked the first step for the world in reacting to the very 
evident threats of Global warming and Climate Change. 
In the EU various directives steered member states to do 
the right thing to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
improve resource efficiency. The EU adopted a Circular 
Economy Ambition in 2018 illustrated on the next page.

In the UK the Landfill Directive was enacted and came 
into force in 1999 just as the new Welsh Assembly was 
inaugurated. Wales seized the opportunity to carve its 
own path and decided to adopt a “re-education of the 
community” approach to its strategy for moving to a 
recycling nation. It consulted and researched thoroughly 
and dispassionately, adopting evidence-based decision-
making as its method. WALES, as a result, is the most 
successful UK nation where recycling and waste 
minimisation is concerned. Achieving 65% recycling  
of municipal waste by 2019/20. Proudly 1st in the UK,  
2nd in Europe and 3rd in the world. 

It is worth emphasising here that governments at all 
levels don’t do the recycling – people do – children do - 
the community does. If it were not for people engaging 
intelligently, enthusiastically and correctly we would still  
be burying or burning everything.

Our ‘People’s Circular Economy’ approach places the 
wellbeing and resilience of community at its centre 
with real hands on opportunities for all. This of course 
isn’t in competition with the welcome Circular Economy 
developments in large industry and academia, far from it. 
We’re helping fill a crucial gap that communities at ground 
zero in Wales have been calling out for; developing skills and 
new income generators from new circular innovation at a 
people serving community level. We’re looking for your help 
so that together, this vision can be achieved. 

From 2007-2011 Jane Davidson occupied the hotseat in 
the Welsh Assembly overseeing the Department of the 
Environment Sustainability and Housing. She kindly agreed 
to provide CEW the Foreword overleaf.

THE REASON  
FOR DOING THIS -  
ITS CONTEXT
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FOREWORD

Jane Davidson 
Pro Vice-Chancellor Emeritus, UWTSD 

Welsh Government Minister for  
Environment, Sustainability and Housing  
2007–2011

Throughout my life I've become 
increasingly conscious of the 
importance of the relationship between 
the environment, the economy and 
social and individual well-being. 

I have written about this in my book Futuregen: Lessons 
from a Small Country published this year, which builds on the 
new ways of thinking and working coming forward following 
Wales’ unique commitment to future generations through its 
Well-being of Future Generations Act. 

I’m delighted to support the work of Circular Economy Wales 
(CEW) in deploying the assets of the social enterprise sector to 
achieve environmental, economic, social and cultural goals for 
the benefit of the people of Wales. 

I encourage people to read this brochure which includes 
numerous practical ways of reducing carbon impacts, of 
protecting biodiversity and of helping to change the Welsh 
economy so that it becomes more resilient by tying jobs and 
lives in Wales more closely to the sustainable use of Wales' 
natural resources. I applaud the intention to take the concept 
of reuse enterprises to the next level for societal benefit; 
with its focus on ending homelessness or helping to educate 
our school children, for example, always underpinned by 
repairing and cleaning items for reuse. This fits well with 
the resource efficiency agenda which I was privileged to 
promote as the responsible minister from 2007-2011,  
by introducing statutory recycling, composting and  
reuse targets.

Just as Wales is now among the best in the world in 
municipal recycling, I look forward to Wales hosting an 
ambitious reuse sector to complement Wales' recycling 
delivery and bring numerous further benefits.

I am especially excited by the prospect of CEW’s initiative in 
introducing and piloting the CELYN, which can be considered   
as Wales’s first 'own' currency because it can only be used in 
Wales. Celyn members use it to acquire the vital goods needed 
to operate Wales's army of small businesses. The ability to 
repay for any goods received is done by selling unused stock, 
within 12 months, back into the circuit. 'Backing' for credit 
lines offered therefore comes from within Wales's small 
business community itself – which comprise 99.6% of Wales’s 
businesses turning over £45billion per annum.

The result? Using Mutual Credit helps the sterling liquidity  
of small businesses. 

CEW reports that Mutual Credit in Switzerland - the WIR -  
has helped Swiss SMEs in this way since 1934. More 
recently, Sardinia’s SARDEX assisted Sardinia and mainland 
Italy since the 2010 downturn; helping businesses to stay 
afloat whilst saving local jobs and vital services. 

Mutual Credit is thus a 'complementary' not an ‘alternative’ to 
conventional currency, each credit being 'equivalent' in value 
to sterling whilst not being convertible to it. CELYN circuit 
members helping each other with zero interest finance to ease 
liquidity challenges is a really fair way of utilising their spare 
commercial capacity for the benefit of the Welsh economy 
--- a good buffer against the knocks coming from the current 
adverse business environment.

I hope that the publication of this brochure leads to greater 
co-operation between public, private and community sector 
bodies to deliver on an agenda which will benefit us all. I urge 
anyone who wants to see a more sustainable Wales to work 
with CEW to deliver that change now and for the generations 
to come.

Sincerely  
Jane Davidson
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CIRCULAR ECONOMY 
WALES OFFERS TO  
DEVELOP ACTIVITY  
IN WALES THAT FITS 
WITH THE AMBITIONS  
OF THE WELSH  
GOVERNMENT TO  
MAKE WALES A  
FAIRER AND HAPPIER 
PLACE TO LIVE
Currently CEW carries no less than 10 blueprints of ideas and projects  
in its offer - freely available to community serving organisations that  
wish to add new activities and revenue streams to their operations.  
Work with us to make those plans a success.

1: THE CELYN: WALES'S COMPLEMENTARY CURRENCY SYSTEM 

THE CELYN HAS THREE PRINCIPAL VIRTUES

1.  WALES ONLY 
It can only operate in Wales – so all the activity it will 
create helps only communities in the Welsh economy.   

2.  ZERO INTEREST 
It is an electronic sales and purchasing system for Wales's 
small businesses where no interest is charged when the 
credit line is utilised. Participants do pay fees to cover 
costs as is understandable but avoids the devastation of 
compound interest where credit is concerned. 

3.  SAVES £POUNDS FOR YOUR PRIORITIES 
By using CELYN to carry out business to business 
transactions to purchase the goods and services needed 
to operate, your conventional sterling account becomes 
healthier.

Sardinia's 'Sardex' is “the most impactful and successful 
complementary currency system in the world” according 
to Thomas H Greco, who is widely regarded as the world’s 
leading author on complementary currencies. Unbeknown to 
many people, Mutual Credit has been operating at the heart 
of the Swiss economy since 1934, with the 'WIR' Mutual 
Credit keeping the SME sector strong. In Sardinia, where it 
started in the wake of the 2008 global crash, it is estimated 
to have saved the solvency of thousands of marginally 
profitable SME’s, especially those that suffer from seasonal 
revenue fluctuations as many do in both Sardinia and Wales.

Mutual Credit operates as a cashless transaction between 
its members. When members acquire goods and services 
through the CELYN, a credit line is established. Members 
then have 12 months, to settle the debt to the circuit by 
offering surplus goods, to the same credit/sterling value, to 
the membership.   This activity usually does not rise above 
10% of an SME’s total transactions because the threshold is 
governed by the spare capacity of goods and services that 
are standing dormant at any given time (which on average 
is circa10%).  As such, the risk is ‘backed’ not by external 
banks, but within the membership itself. 

As Mutual Credit has a positive knock on effect for an 
SME’s liquidity cash accounts, it is called a ‘complementary 
currency’ as opposed to an alternative currency such as the 
Bitcoin model.
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BUILDING A PEOPLE'S CIRCULAR ECONOMY FOR WALES
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2: GREEN SHED 

Green Shed/Sied Werdd is an all-Wales, public facing brand, 
pioneered by FRAME in Haverfordwest in partnership with 
CEW. The Green Shed is an idea rather than a building. It 
is a one stop shop for several Preparation for Reuse (PfR) 
projects in one area that can house different initiatives 
depending on the needs of that area,  but all dedicated 
to helping launch and maintain circular and resilient 
communities.

CEW’s member organisations, in the vicinity of a Green Shed, 
bring their services, skills and workshops to one place that 
is easily accessible and easily identifiable. For example, 
Pembrokeshire FRAME’s Green Shed (Which actually IS 
a Green Shed), hosts a café, an arts workshop and a bike 
repair and reuse facility under one roof. 

CEW will take the Green Shed brand to other parts of Wales, 
bringing community recycling, repurposing, training and 
community benefits under one roof there also if there is  
local energy and opportunity. 

CEW wants to build on the Green Shed initiative and to open 
publicly-accessible “educational” outlets in town centres 
across Wales providing welcoming spaces to support 
collaborative sustainable development activities. 

Each outlet will be locally designed and therefore will vary 
but the possibilities are endless. Each one should include a 
truly accessible and approachable space - a social gathering 
point providing affordable (free even) refreshments; a swap 
shop; a library of things; a retail goods and services area. It 
would provide easy access to digital and printed information 
that would help people to meet and share ideas plans and 
projects.  Where possible they would include variously sized 
and equipped meeting rooms as well as specialist, fully 
kitted-out workshops to encourage routine activities like car 
repair or pottery as well as novel activities – untried yet. 

AS A MINIMUM EACH OUTLET WOULD PROVIDE

   Information on local reuse projects where people can 
source furniture, clothing, books and much more, as well 
as holding information on items stocked elsewhere in the 
CEW’s  reuse network;

  Advice and materials to support better recycling;

   Practical samples and brochures for better insulation and 
design of housing; 

   Information and advice on renewable energy (solar, 
ground pumps etc);

   Advice on composting, growing food, sourcing 
sustainable produce and healthy eating;

  Advice on local public transport services;

   Advice on employment, housing and other services in 
collaboration with local authorities and other government 
bodies, local and national; 

  Advice on improving well-being; 

    An outlet for advice from Welsh Government and public 
bodies in respect of their sustainability and circular 
economy agendas, as well as up-to-the-minute advice 
regarding Covid 19 and other public health issues.

3:  SUSTAINABILITY INFORMATION CENTRES
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4:  COMMUNITY FRIDGE 5: ORGANICS RECYCLING

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the homeless have been 
vulnerable to infection due to exposure to the virus adding  
to any underlying health conditions.

Accommodating the homeless is a priority for governments 
and there is an important role for the Social PfR sector. 
CEW is seeking assistance to include help for Social PfR 
organisations to develop support for homeless people.

The priority is to produce guidance for the Social PfR sector 
on how it can prepare and deliver home ‘starter packs’ for 
homeless people moving into accommodation. The starter 
packs would include furniture, bedding, clothing, rugs and 
some electrical items to furnish a home. The projects would 
prepare a range of items, deliver them and if necessary, 
assemble any furniture as required. 

6:  STARTER PACKS FOR 
THE HOMELESS

Precious Plastic, pioneered in the Netherlands by Dave 
Haakens, allows people to take plastic waste to be sorted, 
cleaned, flaked, pelletised and upcycled into new product in 
a micro reprocessing studio located in their own community. 
There are currently literally hundreds of Precious Plastic 
studios around the world, see preciousplastic.com many of 
which have created successful models sustaining new local 
jobs according to their 2020 report completed in March.   
www.youtube.com/watch?v=thhHoPJ6Y14

When they no longer have a need for their created goods,  
the community will be able to return the products and the 
process begins again. Waste in, goods out; a practical  
hands-on interpretation of the Circular Economy, accessible 
to all. CEWCIC is signing up Social PfR organisations to host 
a Precious Plastic studio, as part of its commitment to a 
People’s Circular Economy.  

7:  PRECIOUS PLASTIC

CEW has long held the view that we are missing a really 
valuable opportunity by consigning massive tonnages of 
organic material to total destruction, either by burial in 
landfill sites or by incineration, gasification or pyrolysis. 
Properly collected as clean, uncontaminated organic 
materials, then treated using natural processes like aerobic 
or anaerobic composting, these tonnages have huge value 
to our farmers and gardeners in Wales who are currently 
battling to regenerate soils rendered virtually useless for the 
long term by the over-use of chemical fertiliser and various 
’icides which kill the essential bacterial and fungi life in the 
soils whilst growing our food. 

Other clever natural, upcycling processes like making 
hydrolysates or inoculants could add yet more value to this 
material such that it becomes 4-6 times as valuable as 
currently THE MOST expensive secondary material collected 
for recycling – Aluminium. 

[£4,000-£6,000 per tonne for good hydrolysate compared to 
£900-£1,000 for Aluminium.] 

If Wales embraced this innovation wholeheartedly the 
revenues from collected organic materials could be used 
to finance everything else. Our regenerative farms, using 
no chemical fertilisers nor chemical additives that are not 
required if the soils are healthy, could feed the people of 
Wales  with ease. Not only that, our food would also be 
cleaner, more nutritious, much fresher and of course tastier. 
Win-win-win. Healthier Welsh soil – healthier Welsh plants – 
healthier Welsh people.

CEW has a partnership with the City to Soil programme in 
Australia to provide expertise and support for achieving this 
effective recycling and upcycling of organic materials.

More than ten Social PfR organisations across Wales have 
signed up to host a ‘Community Fridge’ and CEWCIC  is 
seeking funding on their behalf. Community fridge is a non-
stigmatising, non-means-testing pick up point for getting 
free, donated surplus food. Retailers and others donate 
surplus food to the fridge, based in the community, owned 
and run by members of  the local community for the local 
community. FRAME’s Community fridge in Pembrokeshire 
turned over 3 tonnes of free food in its third month.

In the 3 years since Hubbub UK launched Community 
Fridge, a network of more than 80 Community Fridges 
have been set up in England. That number is growing. In 
Wales we currently have just three facilities. These have 
been established independently and at roughly twice the 
average cost per project and with no overarching specialist 
development support to ensure sustainability. 

In January 2020, CEW signed an exclusive Welsh agency 
agreement with HUBBUB to initiate, develop and support a 
Community Fridge network in Wales and crucially, to provide 
specialist support to ensure that the network is self sustaining.
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Zero Waste Schools Wales CIC (ZWSWCIC), is a Social 
Enterprise founded by CEW in collaboration with the Deputy 
Headteacher of Llanishen High School, Lyndon Brennan. 
The Welsh Government has provided funding to develop 
exemplar schools in Pembrokeshire and Cardiff to test the 
model and enable a cost-benefit analysis to be written that 
predicts the payback time for any investment that will be 
needed to run the new collection system out to every school 
in Wales. The cost-benefit analysis will contain a fundraising 
strategy that can be used to seek and find investment 
partners if need be. 

The recycling collections, reuse, composting and upcycling 
activities implicit in this project will be embodied into the 
new Welsh Schools curriculum to make it more relevant for 
future generations of pupils. In Pembrokeshire, FRAME, the 
local Preparation for Reuse organisation, is a key partner and 
has a close working relationship with Pembrokeshire County 
Council. This is part of the exemplar model to integrate 
these circular economy activities multi-dimensionally.

8:  ZERO WASTE SCHOOLS

At the same time CEW  will help social PfRs with writing 
grant bids for new start-ups and collaborative models.

9:  HELP GETTING FINANCE

To ensure long term sustainability for new circular ventures, 
CEW can assist organisations to share good and best 
practice in writing business plans whilst facilitating alliances 
among those who wish to collaborate on initiatives such as 
wood reuse, plastic reprocessing, tool libraries, community 
fridge initiatives… the list is endless!

10:  HELP TO WRITE BUSINESS 
AND PROJECT PLANS
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WHO WE ARE
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DIRECTORS ADVISORS TO THE BOARD INTERNATIONAL ADVISORS

Malcolm Hayday  
Founder and former CEO Charity Bank UK

Gerry Gillespie 
Australia  
Returning Organics  
to Soil

Max Purnell  
New Zealand  
‘Soils First’ Farmer 

Kim Russell 
Australia   
Chair StumpJump 
Foundation

Buddy Boyd 
Canada  
Gibsons Recycling Depot  
& Zero Waste Canada

Neil Seldman  
USA  
Institute For Local  
Self-Reliance

Jabir Karat 
India  
Founder Greenworms  
Waste Management

Claire Savage 
Owner of Accord PR and Policy Officer  
for Credit Unions Wales

Jenny Sims  
CEO Pembrokeshire FRAME

Iain Gulland 
Scotland  
CEO Zero Waste 
Scotland 

Dan Knapp  
USA   
Urban Ore

Jack Mcquiggan 
Europe   
Zero Waste Cities ZWE

Mariette Hopley  
South Africa  
Zero Waste South Africa

Eric Lombardi 
USA   
Ecocycle

Paul Connett  
USA  
Zero Waste Campaigner  
and Author 

Ellen Petts 
CEO Greenstream Flooring CIC

Gerry Gillespie  
City to Soil Australia

Rodrigo Sabatini 
Brazil  
President Institute  
Zero Waste Brazil 

Warren Snow 
New Zealand   
Envision

Ashraf Asfour 
Egypt  
English Tour Guide Cairo 
- Zabbaleen Contact

Enzo Favoino 
Italy  
Zero Waste Italy 

Akira Sakano  
Japan  
World Economic Forum  
& Zero Waste Academy

Matthew Pumfrey   
UK 
MWP Consulting

Mary Mcguiggan  
Northern Ireland  
Zero Waste North West

Ray Georgeson  
UK 
Director Ray Georgeson 
Resources 

Sheryl Stivens 
New Zealand   
Consultant - Ashburton

Eifion Williams  
CEO Circular Economy Wales CIC 

Lyn Cadwallader  
One Voice Wales

Sonia Mendoza 
Philippines  
CEO Mother Earth  
Foundation

Joan Marc Simon 
Europe   
Executive Director   
Zero Waste Europe

Dorte Wray  
New Zealand   
CEO Zero Waste 
Network NZ

Ric Anthony 
USA   
Zero Waste International 
Alliance

Pål Mårtensson 
Sweden    
Zero Waste  
International Alliance

Sue Coutts  
New Zealand    
Zero Waste Network NZ

Captain Charles Moore   
USA    
Algalita Ocean Plastic 
Pollution Research 

Rick Thorpe 
New Zealand    
Xtreme Zero Waste 

Eric Randall 
Northern Ireland   
Bryson Recycling

Robert Little  
Chair of Waste Management Industry  
Training and Advisory Board (WAMITAB)

Mal Williams  
Zero Waste International Trust

Shibu K Nair 
India  
CEO Gaia 

Leslie Lukacs 
USA  
Executive Director 
Zero Waste Sonoma

Terry Mcdonald 
USA   
Executive Director  
St. Vincent De Paul Oregon

CONTACT US

This brief brochure outlines the 
key themes that Circular Economy 
Wales CIC is developing in support 
of the circular economy and wider 
sustainability and wellbeing. It is an 
integrated and targeted approach to 
obtaining the best social, financial, 
environmental and cultural outcomes 
practicable. For more details please  
see the full brochure on our website:   
www.circulareconomy.wales

https://www.circulareconomy.wales/


THE CELYN
This is the CELYN symbol. Please register 
your interest in it here info@celyn.wales
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